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Abstract. Introduction of the lightweight cold-formed steel (CFS)
sections to building construction has been well-established these days due
to its high structural performance, corrosion resistance, ease of
construction and maintenance as well as aesthetic appearance. In the early
of 21th century, researchers found out that the structural performance of the
CFS can be improved significantly by integrating it with other materials,
for instance, concrete, to create the composite system. This is due to
concrete material is excellent in compression but less effective to resist
tension force. There were little works being carried out and lack of
technical literature regarding on the composite connections for CFS
structural frames, especially on the composite beam-to-column joints. This
paper aims to collect and review on the previous researches of composite
joints for CFS structures from the past two decades. The review is made in
three distinctive topics i.e. CFS beam-to-column joints, composite beamto-slab joints and composite beam-to-column joints. Most of the
investigations indicated that composite joint yields higher ultimate load
and moment resistance compared to the non-composite joint.
Keywords: cold-formed steel frames, beam-to-column connection,
composite joint, moment resistance, initial stiffness, rotational capacity.

1 Introduction
At the origin, structural steel is divided into hot-rolled and cold-formed section. Difference
in manufacturing process between these steel sections cause to an absolute difference in
term of general properties such as strength, structural performance and failure mode [1, 2].
Introduced to the lightweight materials of the CFS sections to the building construction has
been well-established these days due to its high structural performance, high corrosion
resistance, ease of construction and maintenance as well as aesthetic appearance [2-7].
Several research projects have been carried out by the researchers to study and understand
the structural behaviour of CFS members with different connection configurations such as
CFS beam-to-column connection, composite beam and floor systems (slab) connection,
composite CFS column connection and composite beam-to-column of CFS connection [2,
5] as pictured in Figure 1. Since plenty of research studies that have been done in the early
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of 21th century regarding on the CFS members, authors [8-10] found out that the structural
performance of the CFS can be improved significantly by integrating it in conjunction with
other materials, for instance concrete, to create the composite system. Common ways are to
use the cold-formed sections as composite beam in concrete slab systems or composite
beam-to-column configurations [8-10].
However, there is only little works and yet lack of technical literature regarding on the
composite connections of the CFS especially on the composite beam-to-column of CFS
connections. In addition, some researchers [7, 9, 11-19] have mentioned that there is still
lack of general design rules for moment connections among the CFS members especially on
the composite beam-to-column connections. This paper aims to collect and review on the
previous research studies of the CFS connection specifically from the past two decades,
since plenty of research studies have been performed and as the significance of CFS is
widely concerned. The review is focussed on three connection configurations which are the
beam-to-column of CFS connection, composite CFS beam and floor systems (slab)
connection and composite beam-to-column of CFS connection. The performance and
structural behaviour such as the failure modes, ultimate moment capacity, internal rotation,
initial stiffness and ductility of these connections are discussed.

CFS beam-to-column connection
(Wong & Chung, 2002)

Composite CFS beam-concrete slab
connection (Alhajri et al., 2016)

Composite CFS column connection
(Young & Ellobody, 2017)

Composite beam-to-column of CFS
connection

Figure 1. Types of CFS connection configurations

2 Cold-formed steel beam-to-column joints
Tremendous of research studies have been done on the beam-to-column of CFS connection
lately and it was considered as well established in the construction fields since it is mainly
used in CFS portal frame constructions. Back to 1996, Tan [20] has studied on the nonlinear behaviour of cold-formed thin-walled frameworks with semi-rigid connections
through the experimental and mathematical model. Tan [20] stated that as the thickness of
the CFS members increase with the increment of the connector thickness, the ultimate
failure load was significantly increased. In the findings, Tan [20] also mentioned that all the
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tested connections exhibited for a non-linear moment-rotation behaviour, with the stiffness
increasing as the moment decreased largely due to the increasing in flexural rigidity of the
connection.
Expending the understandings of beam-to-column for CFS connections, Dubina &
Zaharia [21] suggested that a special importance must be given to the modelling of the bolt
zone (local behaviour of connection) and it was mentioned that local analysis of bolt
behaviour is required by considering different bolt configurations and different stress states.
According to some authors [7, 9, 13-14, 21-24], the ultimate strength of the structure does
not significantly influence by the slippage of the bolts which may have some effects on
deflection. In 1999, Chung & Lau [13] found out that strong moment connection with a
moment resistance over 50% of the moment capacity of the connected members is formed
by the column base connections that consist of 4 bolts, throughout the experiments.
Furthermore, over 80% of the ultimate moment capacity was found in the specimens that
used haunched (modified) gusset plates connector compared to the rectangular and
triangular shapes which is only up to 52% of the moment capacity [13].
Chung & Lawson [7] have conducted an experimental test based on three different types
of fasteners for a total of 24 connection tests with four different connection configurations
and concluded that CFS web cleats may be used with the bolts or self-drilling screws
fasteners as practical shear resisting connections in building construction by allowing
simple and effective connections to improve buildability. Conducting further investigations
on the beam-to-column of CFS connection, Wong & Chung [14] again performed three
different types of test series (A, B1 & B2) on a total of 20 specimens tested under lateral
loads in order to assess the strength and stiffness of the connections with different
configurations in practical member orientations. Wong & Chung [7, 13-14] identified that
higher moment resistance is shown by the specimens with thicker gusset plates as then the
flexural failure in the connected CFS sections become critical instead of the proposed
connectors.
Bajoria & Talikoti [25] have conducted a new test to determine the flexibility of beamto-column connector used in the conventional pallet racking systems. In the investigation,
Bajoria & Talikoti [25] mentioned that double cantilever test is a better representation for
the shear to moment ratio in an actual frame rather than the conventional method and this is
further confirmed with the full-scale frame test same along with the finite element analysis.
To support the development of design provisions for a lateral load-resisting system in the
AISI S110: Standard for Seismic Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Systems – Special
Bolted Moment Frames, Sato [26] has discovered that nine (9) tested specimens of fullscale beam-to-column moment connection subassemblies had interstory drift capacity
significantly larger than 0.04 rad. However, Sato [26] has mentioned that for the future
study, both beams and columns need to be designed in accordance with the capacity design
principles and an analytical model for the yielding element is needed to calculate the
maximum seismic effect in the non-yielding elements at the design story drift level.
In 2011, Tan [27] has conducted the experimental tests under a single axial compression
load with the cantilever arrangement and not subjected to other relevant loads that might
compromise the strength and deformation of the connections. Throughout the experiments,
Tan [27] analyzed that moment resistance strength of the joint was ranging from 25 to less
than 100% of the moment resistance strength of the connected beam. By general, Tan [27]
considered that all specimens as ductile connections since the ductility of the specimens are
more than 30 mRad, and classified as partial strength connection due to the rotational
stiffness improved significantly from 511 to 1671 kNm/rad. The termed of partial strength
connection as indicated in the Eurocode 3 can be fulfilled if and only if the connection
having a moment resistance of joint less than the moment resistance of the connected beam
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[1, 12, 18, 27-28]. Table 1 below depicts the summary on the other previous studies
regarding
on
the
beam-to-column
of
CFS
connection.

4

Joints

CFS beam-to-column joints

Composite beam to
floor system joints

Ref.

Push-out

Push-out

a) Types of shear connectors:
- screwed and welded channel
- screwed deck
b) Types of fasteners:
- powder actuated nails
- expansion anchors
- bolts and pre- drilled holes
- concrete screws

Eleven (11) small
push-out test
specimens.
Eight (8) of fullscale beam
specimens.

 Theoretical: 31.7 –
135.5 kN
 Experimental: 36.9 –
125.2 kN

Fifty-five
 Ratio analytical to exp.
600S137-54
load: 0.17 – 0.60
(AISI-S200-12
 Ratio analytical to exp.
nomendature)
moment: 0.20 – 0.78
beam-column CFS
-/
specimens
Full-scale of
 Moment capacity:
 Rotation: 12.217 –
isolated joint test
10.78 – 15.68 kNm
49.218 mRad
 Joint stiffness:
1458.53 -1948.06
kNm/rad

Combined biaxial bending
moments and
axial force

-/

-/

37 beam-to Ultimate load: 42.1 –
column specimens
139.3 kN
tested using
 Ultimate moment:
hydraulic actuator
175.2 – 2533.9 kNmm
testing machine

Combined
compression and
bending

Ultimate Moment /
Joint Rotational
Load Capacity
Stiffness
 Ultimate load: 4.63 –  Rotation: 0.057 –
8.90 kN
0.115 rad
 Ultimate moment: 2.21  Initial Stiffness:
– 4.23 kNm
57.29 – 114.59
kNm/rad

Number of
Specimens
Eighteen (18)
experiments on
pallet rack
connection

Experimental
Tests
Monotonic
bending (double
cantilever
system)

a) Types of hot-rolled gusset plate
connectors:
- DLC200 (for beam)
- DLC300 (for column)

a) Thickness of column sections: 1.8 to
2.5 mm
b) Depths of the connectors: 200 to 250
mm
c) Depths of beam sections: 100 to 150
mm
a) Shapes of hollow section: square
hollow sections and rectangular
hollow sections
b) Nominal section sizes:
- 50 x 50 x 1.5 mm
- 50 x 50 x 2.5 mm
- 100 x 50 x 2.5 mm
- 150 x 40 x 2.5 mm
a) Lengths of column section:
305 mm (short);
610 mm (intermediate); and
1219 mm (slender)

Variable(s)

 Buckling of beam
sections
 Concrete crushing
 Weld failure
 Bolt shear
 Deck buckling + screw
pull-out

 Bearing failure of the
bolt holes
 Torsional buckling of
beam sections

 Global buckling and
mobilize local buckling
 Distortional buckling
 Global and local-global
buckling

 Local buckling
 Flexural buckling
 Interaction of local and
flexural buckling

 Cutting the column web
slots
 No beam deformation
 Looseness of beam end
connectors

Failure Modes

Table 1. Summary on the other previous studies regarding on CFS beam-to-column and the composite beam to floor system connections

Prabha et al.
[36]

Huang & Young
[24]

Torabian et
al. [37]

Aminuddin et
al. [23]
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Irwan et al. [9]

Wehbe et al.
[17]

Wehbe et al.
[15]

Youns et al.
[38]

6

Khadavi &
Tahir [39]

a) Shapes of shear dowel:
- full bent-up half flange
- partially bent-up half flange
b) Thickness of CFS sections: 2-4 mm
c) Concrete slab thicknesses: 60-80
mm
a) Prediction of flexural strength using
numerical analysis method

Seven (7) largescale specimens

Reinforcement
bars as fully shear
connectors for
composite beam
connections

Four-point
bending system
(simply
supported)
Simply
supported beam
system (with
four—point
load)

Three (3) identical  Ultimate load: 8.05 –
specimens in
13.29 kips
Group 1 and in
 Average end slip: 0.03
Group 2
– 0.26 in
respectively

Two-point
gravity loads

 Predicted: 247.7 kNm
 Experimental: 267.8
kNm

 Ultimate load: 46.1 –
130.6 kN
 Ultimate moment:
13.83 – 39.18 kNm

 Maximum load: 7.51 –
13.77 Kips
 22.5% increases of
ultimate moment
capacity

27 full-scale
specimens

Two-point loads
(simply
supported beam
system)

 Ultimate load: 131.6 –
182.0 kN
 Ultimate moment: 88.8
– 122.8 kNm

a) Thickness of CFS tracks:
- 12 to 16-gauge
b) Stand-off screw spacing:
- 4 to 12”
c) Stand-off screw configurations:
- one / two row configuration
a) Stand-off screw configurations:
- one row configuration
- two rows configuration

15 large-scale
composite beam
specimens

Four-point load
bending

a) Types of shear transfer
enhancement: BTTST; LYLB
b) Dimensions of BTTST:
- 25 x 25 mm; 30 x 30 mm
c) Degrees of shear connector:
- 45 to 60°
d) Thickness of CFS sections:
- 1.9 to 2.4 mm

-/

-/

81.8% increases of
average effective
stiffness

18.8 - 78.9%
increases of
average effective
stiffness

-/

 Concrete crushed
 Local buckling of
proposed composite
beam system

 Concrete crushing
 Buckling of CFS section
at support

 Flexural cracking of
concrete slab
 Flexural-shear cracking
 Yielding in flanges of
CFS track

 Flexural cracking of
concrete slab
 Flexural-shear cracking
 Yielding in flanges of
CFS track

 Concrete crushing
 Transverse cracking in
concrete slab
 Tension yielding of CFS
beams
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3 Composite cold-formed steel beam-to-slab joints
Early in 21st century, many researchers were actively doing research study on the composite
steel beam with floor systems (slab), by considering the CFS sections as part of the
structural members. Ensuring for adequate shear transfer between the concrete slab and
beam sections of CFS connection is one of the common problem in implementing the
designs [11]. According to Hsu [29], the key success of an efficient composite system
comes from an innovative shear connector, fasteners and the strength of the CFS joists.
Initiated by Nguyen [16] in 1991, shear and bending tests on 32 full-size beam specimens
under simply supported condition have been run experimentally and found out that good
agreement was obtained between the tested and computed shear-bond strength of the beam
members within ± 15% of the tested values [16]. To develop a new composite design,
Malite [30] has conducted an experimental analysis of the load-slip behaviour and strength
of the composite beam with floor systems and it can be observed that in the case of plate
thickness, connectors are able to resist the composite action that occurred between the
concrete slab and CFS as the thickness of the connectors increased. By continuing further
study on composite beam of CFS double channel sections with concrete slab, Malite [31]
again carried out a theoretical and experimental investigation to assess the structural
behaviour of the composite joint by means of shear connectors constituted of CFS shapes
(channel and angle connectors). It can be concluded that the theoretical values obtained
based on the initiation of yielding of the section were below 30% in average of
experimental values of the ultimate moment for all tested composite beams [31].
In 2006, there was an idea proposed by Lakkavalli & Liu [32] to investigate the use of
lightweight concrete and high-performance concrete for the structural slab of the composite
connections. The idea is that to reduce the thickness and self-weight of the composite beam
with the concrete slab. Based on the observations, providing bent-up tabs of shear transfer
enhancement enabled to achieve a higher ultimate capacity of the specimens by 17% with
greater stiffness, resulting in lower vertical deflection and significantly reduced slip at the
interface, compared to the specimens that relying only in a natural bond between steel and
concrete. According to Lakkavalli & Liu [32], it can be concluded that increase the
thickness of the cold-formed C-sections will significantly provide 43.5% higher in ultimate
capacity of the composite CFS beam-concrete slab. The design of the composite
connections could be enhanced significantly by depending on the ductile behaviour of the
shear connectors and being satisfied with the requirement of EN1994-1-1 standard [18].
Alhajri [19] and Bamaga [18] confirmed that CFS sections and concrete slabs could act
compositely perfect if the criteria of the shear connections meet the composite requirements
in terms of type, shape, spacing and configuration and in line with the thickness of the CFS
sections. To investigate the ductility and strength capacity of the new shear connector for
the composite connection, Bamaga [18] has introduced two types of shear connectors which
are ‘SC1’ and ‘SC2’ shear connectors to run on the push test specimens using DARTEC
jack machine with maximum capacity of 1000 kN and tested according to the EN1994-1-1
standard. In the findings, Bamaga [18] found out that the normalized ultimate strength
capacity of ‘SC2’ is slightly higher than ‘SC1’ shear connector due to the end bearing area
of ‘SC2’ shear connector is larger compared to the ‘SC1’ connector.
By proposing an analysis and new design procedures of composite section based on
some modifications in the AISC Specification (2010), Hsu [29] has conducted experimental
tests under flexural bending of four-point loading to a total of six (6) half-scale structural
composite beam specimens. In its findings, Hsu [29] discovered that the ultimate strength
and ductility of the proposed composite sections were increased by 14-38% and 56-80%
respectively, as compared to the non-composite sections or built-up sections. A better
continuity of slip behaviour can be shown by the proposed composite section rather than
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the non-composite which basically allows the fasteners to well adjust their position. In the
era of the composite construction, researchers found out that there is still lack of guidelines
on the design of the transverse reinforcing bars for the concrete slab and the optimum slab
thickness of the composite section [9-12, 15-19]. A total of six 12-ft long composite beam
tests have been carried out by Hsu [22] under four-point loading to induce bending
moment. It was found that the specimens with the transverse bars in the concrete slab
exhibited higher concrete strength for the composite connections compared to the
specimens with no installation of transverse bars in the concrete slab. The ductility of the
structure was increased by 80% and the loading capacity increased by 38%, while the midspan deflection at maximum load was significantly increased.
Since Alhajri [19] has invented a new system called precast U-shaped composite beam
produced from the lipped channel sections of CFS connected to the ferro-cement composite
slab, Saggaff [12] has further the investigation in 2015 by selecting the best available shear
connector and established the performance of the proposed shear connector for the potential
pre-cast composite beam of cold-formed-ferrocement slab. The load capacity of shear
connector will not significantly improve by increasing the number of layers of wire mesh in
the ferro-cement slab [12, 19, 23, 33]. Ten (10) specimens of CFS lipped channel sections
connected with ferrocement slab were carried out by Saggaff [12] through the push-out test
in order to evaluate the behaviour of different types of shear connectors. The concrete slab
acts in compression whereas the CFS section itself acts in tension if and only if suitable
shear connector being used to attach the concrete slab to the CFS section [19]. Table 1
above depicts the summary on the other previous studies regarding on the composite beam
to floor systems of CFS connection.

4 Composite cold-formed steel beam-to-column joints
Recently, it has been proven that composite beam-to-column connection is significant in
both economically and structurally, due to its importance to all constructions in enabling to
minimize the connection costs as well as instant improvement in the connection quality
[34]. Since the CFS is considered as one of the most developed and reliable as an
alternative material for wood and hot-rolled steel, tremendous of research works and
implementations have been done especially on the beam-to-column and composite beam
with the floor systems (slab) of the CFS [11-23]. However, Firdaus [33] and Sulaiman [35]
argued that there is still lack of investigation on the composite beam-to-column of the CFS
connection. Believing in that, it could be more effective when the CFS members being used
in conjunctions with other materials such as the concrete slab. However, the main problem
in implementing the composite design is that to ensure sufficient shear transfer between the
concrete slab and the CFS section, whereby the thinness of the CFS section is a big
challenge that must be faced by the designers and researchers [35].
In the early of 2000, Calado [34] has investigated the S235 JR for the composite beamto-column connections to analyze the influence of the composite slab, the internal and
external localization of the joint and the type of the column, steel and composite. According
to Calado [34], the deformation of the shear connectors and consequent slip between the
composite slab and the steel beam are the main contributions of the strength degradation
even though the experimental tests have been performed on specimens’ representative of
frame structure beam-to-column joints close to the ones typical of Eurocode design
practice.
To initiate, propose and model an innovative connection for the CFS beam-column
joint, Firdaus [33] has conducted a simple experimental test for the composite beam-tocolumn connection under unrestrained condition with fixed supported at the composite base
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to verify the modelling through finite element analysis. Firdaus [33] found out that the
proposed composite connection contributes to the significant increases of the moment
capacity and the bolt hole of the beam exhibited for a maximum stress concentration with a
value of 503 MPa. In the findings, Firdaus [33] concluded that concrete material excellent
in compression but unable to resist the direct tension, which is in the tension zone, the
connection resistance is provided by anchor reinforcement located at the upper part of the
steel connection. Recent study in 2017, Sulaiman [35] has carried out an experimental
investigation of composite beam-to-column joint formed by the grade C25 concrete slab
and two lipped CFS C-sections assembled back-to-back as beam and column sections.
Sulaiman [35] concluded that the composite joint yields higher ultimate load and moment
resistance compared to the non-composite joint since the arrangement of the reinforcements
in the composite joint was installed continuous to the back of the column section.

5 Conclusions
The structural use of CFS in construction continually growing rapidly across the world
exceeded that for the other types of steel structural members. There are some gaps of
knowledge that are needed to be filled on the design codes and standards for the composite
beam-to-column of CFS connections as it became a new area of study. This could be
completed with the comprehensive future research based on the experimental and numerical
approach. This review is initiated to summarize research studies on CFS connections. The
work is limited by the scopes of discussion as well as the length of the publication. There
are several other research projects that are worth to be discussed.
This research was funded by research grant from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (Grant no.: 13H37
and 03G55) and Ministry of Higher Education Malaysia (MOHE, Grant no.: 4F834). The supports are
gratefully acknowledged.
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